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w between two things which are definitely and logically re1atd to one anotlr

in the plan of God. And you find definite relationship always where ever

there is a relationship between Adam and Christ. I am not so sure that

the word type is so good there. It is very important, the relation between

the two, Adam and Christ, the similarity, but it is not so much a divinely

purposed tt illustration as it is a real principle of similarity,

because of the inherent nature of the situ%ation. And of course there

many such things in the Scripture. And it might be good if we could mike

bat a different catagory. And I think that it is a catagory that can be

very useful to us. We study matters in the Scripture to see their

reltionships and see how the two things which have a bsic relationship

just how far the secondary relationship extends.

(question) Yes, that it is a type looking forward. I am not quite

sure whether it is a type......-.(l3) We observe it, we remember the

Lord's death till He comes. The primary element is looking back.

Now is there also that which is looking forward? Christ said, I will

not, you will not eat of the fruit of the Ther is certainly somethirg

suggested there, that looks forward, but whether that would be the primary

purpose or not is the question. It seems to me that it is primarily a

illustration of our relationship of our present relationship, that we

are feeding on Christ in reality today, it is so very important in it

that I would be inclined to t1'±ixt*xxxx think that the future re1ationshi

is not ..(end of record 3)

.(question)mere is no chair in there? How do we know there is

no chair in there? Well, it does not speak of anyxxtkt chair in the

earthly taberncale. Therefore there was no chair put in the earthly

tabernacle to represent something. But there might have been chairs in

there without representing something, we donft know. We have no statement

that there is no chair . I think you could have an illustration x in a

sermon to say that we don't find any chair mentioned in the tabernacle, now

it is interesting that there is, that w Christ is the only one who
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